
PERSONAL CHEF PAOLO BERTUCCI

Simple, elegant, delicious. 
All the extravagance of dining out, in the comfort of your kitchen. 



What  better  way to ensure you completely  unwind and relax when on holiday than to have your  own
Personal Chef. Just tell me the sort of food you like and what meals you would like and I will take care of
the rest. I will be happy to create mouth-watering meals for you and your guests. I can stay with you for the
whole season, a few months or weeks, or for one or two special meals.

Paolo Bertucci. Talented and experienced Personal / Private chef available for services for high-level 
clients during their holidays in exclusive villas. Marbella to Sotogrande Area.

Responsibilities & Skills:
- Menu planning
- Shopping/provisioning using local suppliers to source the best ingredients available
- Accounts
- Immaculate personal appearance & kitchen/workspace at all times
- Working as a team with additional villa staff
- Creating sensational dishes, whether they be simple and well executed, or more elaborate/fine dining
- Professional approach
- Experience in UHNW setups
- Wide repertoire of dishes (Asian, Mediterranean, Spanish, Italian, Latin America, Middle Eastern, Vegan) 

Services

Lunch Relax: Choose among my seasonal menu proposal or contact me for a tailored menu then enjoy your
lunch poolside or under a fresh veranda.

Dinner parties: Choose from my seasonal dinner menu or contact me for a tailored menu and enjoy a night
in with your friends in the comfort of your home. High quality and creative food served at your own dining

table. Vegan or vegetarian cooking and special diets should be arranged.

Full service: Forget to cook during your holidays and book my services,  I can stay with you for the whole
season, a few months or weeks. I will prepare for you all the daily meals (breakfast, lunch and dinner) shop

for groceries, organize the food supplies and I'll keep the kitchen tidy.



What my customers says (taken from the Google page of Personal Chef Marbella Sotogrande)

“Very professional and talented Chef and team! Delicious and beautiful dishes!Highly recommended”

“We had a wonderful evening courtesy of Chef Paolo and his team. We arranged the evening for my wife’s
birthday and Paolo was really helpful in designing a bespoke menu which covered everyone’s dietary

requirements.When it came to the day, I discovered that the local shops were closed and so I was unable to
procure any wine for the evening. Once again, Paolo came to my rescue and he was able to source some

fantastic wines to pair with each course.It was a really memorable evening and all of our guests
commented on how exquisite the food was (taste and presentation). We will definitely arrange another

evening with Chef Paolo next time we visit Sotogrande. We highly recommend his services”

“The chef was brilliant. Very professional and discreet but friendly. The food was a fusion/ contemporary
takes of tapas which we all really enjoyed. We were so full we could hardly managed the dessert and the
cocktails went down really well. We would all give the chef 10 out of 10 and thoroughly reccomend him”

“We had the unique opportunity to have Paolo and Maria as our private chefs in our villa in Marbella. In total
they cooked Lunch and Dinner for six days. These days were absolutely fantastic and an exceptional treat
for us as a family. Every single desire was realized and the food recipes, quality, preparation & taste was

simply amazing. We loved every dish, varying from Asian style to typical Spanish dishes ==> thanks to Paolo
and Maria we got really spoiled :-). Thanks so much to you - this week will always stay in our memory” 

“Creative and varied cuisine, always well balanced. From Italian specialties to Thai cuisine, it's flawless.
Paolo was our chef for 15 days and his management of housekeeping is irreproachable, the management of
purchases, the variety of menus, the cleanliness of his workspaces, his discretion, his professionalism, in a
word PERFECT. And we can't forget his collaborator Maria, who is adorable. Another big thank you to both

of you for these holidays, it was TOP”

“Paolo and his assistant Maria were amazing, delicious dishes served beautifully!Very kind and
professional!What a nice experience!Thank you”



Covid-19 Health & Safety Measures

Me and my assistants wear a protective FFP2 NR mask at ALL TIMES. Not just when in the kitchen. We
wear a mask from the moment we arrive at our place of work to the moment we leave our place of work.

We wear a new or clean mask on a regular basis and we make sure we dispose of our dirty masks
responsibly and away from our place of work.We wear clean chefs whites every day and a clean apron
every day as well. We follow standard health and hygiene procedures when working and handling food.

Booking for Season 2022 is now Open 

Paolo Bertucci 

Email: privatechefmarbella@gmail.com
Phone: +34 656531378

www.personalchefmarbellasotograde.com 
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